FleetPartners helps you get the best out of your vehicle fleet – whatever its size.

**Working in partnership with you**

With decades of industry experience, we’ll find the most efficient way to manage your fleet, drive and reduce its impact on your bottom line.

**Experts in vehicle assets**

Our specialised team is made up of qualified mechanics, technicians, financial advisors and business managers that are experts in cost management.

---

**Tailored service**

To customise a unique solution to meet your needs, and relieve you of the burden of fleet administration, our fleet management solutions start with three simple steps:

**Analysis**

We analyse your current situation from vehicles and their use, through to contracts and obligations.

**Definition**

We work with you to understand what you are trying to achieve, whether it's optimising fleet costs, reducing carbon emissions, managing accidents and breakdowns, FBT savings, and more.

**Implementation**

We draw up recommendations and tailor a plan to achieve optimal fleet management.
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**Full or partial management**

Depending on the level of involvement you require, we can provide a fully outsourced solution where we do everything. Or work in tandem with you to support your needs. It’s about what works best for you.

Whether you retain ownership of your vehicles, or use a FleetPartners lease option, our experienced teams will provide guidance and advice to identify the most effective fleet management services to suit your individual company vehicle policy.
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Contact FleetPartners today  
0800 438 435 | service@fleetpartners.co.nz | fleetpartners.co.nz
Fleet Management Services – free up your time and gain peace of mind

**Maintenance Management**
Benefit from FleetPartners’ buying power for genuine savings on your maintenance needs.

**Accident and Claims Management**
Driver safety is our first priority when accidents happen, our accident and claims management service steps in to oversee the process.

**Registration Management**
Allow FleetPartners to automatically re-register your vehicles on your behalf to minimise the risk of fines for non-compliance.

**Comprehensive and Online Reporting**
Have all your vehicle expenses consolidated on one monthly tax invoice. Online reporting provides greater oversight into fleet costs.

**Breakdown Assistance**
Give your drivers peace of mind that they can get back on the road quickly and safely with our 0800 Breakdown Assistance line.

**Fuel Management**
Use FleetPartners’ preferred fuel providers for additional national discounts.

**Relief vehicles and rentals**
Access a relief vehicle or rental should you have your car off the road or you’re travelling out of town and need a vehicle.
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**FAQs**

**How many vehicles do I need to justify fleet management?**
Even with smaller fleets, professional fleet management can play a key role in maximising the useful life of your vehicles, limiting down time and its related costs. If managing and maintaining your fleet is consuming more and more of your time, it’s worthwhile considering fleet management so you can spend more time on your core business.

**Can FleetPartners help me manage maintenance on my fleet?**
Our managed maintenance service means you can keep your vehicles in mint condition without having to spend time negotiating with suppliers or verifying maintenance work is necessary. Plus, with our national purchasing power, you can be sure of significant savings on repairs and servicing.
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Need more info? Please get in touch.